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Abstract
Germany and the Netherlands are known for consensual policy styles. Both countries
show features of non-majoritarian governance, political power-sharing, and corporatist state society relations. Major political decisions have been broadly discussed and
agreed in negotiations between relevant stakeholders from the public and private sector. This is particularly true for industrial and social policies. Likewise, energy transition policies in the Netherlands fully conform to the consensual style of the so called
Dutch “Polder Model”. In contrast, Germany’s “Energiewende” (energy-turn) gave
rise to intense polarizations between levels of government, among the constitutional
states, within the party system and between industrial sectors. The question is posed,
why Germany, despite its strong traditions of cooperative federalism and corporatist
concertation, lacks a negotiated energy transition program. Comparing the German
with the Dutch case, reveals some peculiarities that can help answer this question.
Germany is under pressure to exit and replace nuclear energy fast after a long back
and forth. This surged conflicts of interest and, at the same time, limited the scope of
negotiations on how to meet the country’s greenhouse emission targets. Self-imposed
constraints, thus, forced Germany into zero-sum distributive conflicts. The Dutch
case, in contrast, shows that consensual policies require a cautious, stepwise adaptive
approach that allowed to accommodate conflicts of interest along a strategy to synchronize energy transition goals with industrial and labor-market adjustment policies,
energy prices as well as with climate protection targets.

1. Introduction
Germany and the Netherlands are both involved in comprehensive energy transformation policies. While their general policy goals and long-term perspectives coincide, the countries’ energy
mix, political systems, policy instruments, styles of decision-making and policy implementation
differ a lot. The same is true for the pace of transformation and for its results to date. In view of


Parts of this paper are based on a research project „Governance der Energiewende“ sponsored by the Fritz Thyssen
Foundation.

-2so many differences pairwise comparisons provide a weak basis for causal inference. Hence we
are not aiming to explain and evaluate current policy outcomes in both countries. Apart from
methodological considerations, it wouldn’t make much sense evaluating a long-term program in
2017 whose main targets relate to 2050. What we can do however is to compare policy processes
and specific problems as well as approaches to get them solved. We will also attempt to identify
administrative peculiarities of both countries. By searching for key variables step by step one can
possibly distill out factors that prove to have more explanatory power than others. Subsequently
the paired comparison of procedural approaches should throw processes of change in sharp relief
especially since policy-formulation and implementation are very different in both countries (cf.
Collier 1993: 111f.).
The paper discusses and seeks to explain cross-national and temporal variations of policy making
and administration in terms of shifting governance arrangements, adaptive policy learning processes and path dependencies. We found out that different approaches to formulate and implement national energy transition programs in accordance with climate protection targets can be explained by specific national problem structures more than by institutional peculiarities.

1. Basic comparative data
The share of renewable energy sources (wind, water and solar – WWS - technologies) in Germany amounted to 31 percent in 2015. In the Netherlands it amounted to only 5,8 percent in 2015
with biomass and wind being the central energy sources. Further sources are solar and geothermal
energy (CBS 2017). Usual explanations pointing to the strength of green parties cannot fully explain such huge differences since such parties were founded in the early 1980ies in both countries
and their vote shares in national elections have not been very different from each other (Table 1).
Table 1: percentage of votes for ecological parties (national elections)
Netherlands

Germany
Alliance 90/
Election Year GroenLinks Election year
The Greens
1989
4,1
1990
5,6
1994

3,5

1994

6,5

1998

7,3

1998

5,0

2002

7,0

2002

5,6

2003

5,1

2005

5,4

2006

4,6

2009

9,2

2010

6,7

2013

7,3

2012

2,3

2017
8,9
Source: EJPR Political Data Yearbook, various issues

-3It is true that ecological, post-materialistic issues determined party competition in Germany more
than in the Netherlands. In addition, the German party system and federalism offered more opportunities for the Greens to influence and shape ecological policies. Nevertheless, we have to explain, why the expansion of renewable energy sources did start around 2000 in Germany just
when the Green party got into a weak position. While the development had been very similar until 2000 in both countries, WSS and biomass energy production started to rise greatly in Germany
from then on (Figure 1). There is a further strong argument against the “party difference hypothesis”. It points to the fact that the goals and obligatory time frames to reach them have been defined by international climate protocols and – in our cases – the EU 2020 climate and energy
package, and the 2030 climate and energy framework (EU Commission 2017). Thus, national
parliaments, governments and administrations have a choice only in regard of implementation.

Figure 1: Capacity development of WSS and biomass energy production as percentage of TPES

Source: OECD-Energy Statistics (https://data.oecd.org/chart/4UYy)
Another reason not to overestimate party politics lies in the fact that greenhouse gas emissions
depend on existing national energy mixes just as the types and shares of renewable energy
depend on given natural preconditions such as the local availability of hydro power, intensities of
wind and sunlight. This is why Tajikistan and Paraguay lead the rank with more than half of their
energy consumption coming from renewable sources followed by Norway and Sweden with a 36
and 21 percent share (Jacobson et al. 2017: 24, 34). To look at solar power exclusively does not
reveal any party political nexus either: China, Japan, Italy, Germany and the United States added
the highest capacities of PV Solar Power installments in recent years. Photovoltaic Watt per
Capita is now highest in Germany, Japan and Italy (IEA 2017). The usage of wind power shows a

-4similar picture with India, Spain and the UK narrowly behind China, the USA and Germany.
Looking at Germany and the Netherlands, one can show that in Germany energy transition
policies are based on weakly institutionalized processes of interest intermediation between
powerful regional and sectoral stakeholders, whereas well-organized processes of consensusbuilding characterize the Dutch case. Policy making there is based on technical expertise and
stakeholder negotiations and, thus, shielded against party influence in particular.
The Dutch “Energietransitie” is known for distinct approaches of policy coordination, expert involvement and strategic planning, a high level of consensus, sharing of tasks, and not least
achievements in evaluation measures. The German “Energiewende”, in contrast, is marked by
conflicts and divisions: vertically between the federal and Länder levels and horizontally between
Länder regions with different primary energy resource endowments and industrial consumer patterns. Furthermore, the once well-organized, corporatist form of sectoral interest intermediation
has been replaced by competitive relationships between the old big power supply companies and
a fast growing renewable energy industry that in itself is divided along the value chain of their
products: solar, wind, and biomass. New conflicts surrounding automotive technologies complicated things further in Germany. In short we would characterize the Dutch “Energietransitie” as a
case of cooperative governance reminiscent of the Dutch “Polder Model”. Basically this means
that the government initiates dialogue for with all relevant actors in the field to negotiate and enforce stakeholder cooperation. The German “Energiewende” is governed by an amalgam of one
national and 16 regional governments, battles with and within interest groups and associations, a
number of agencies operating in technical autonomy, and loosely organized expert networks. In
short, Germany in its energy transition policy broke away from her long established path of sectoral corporatism and cooperative state pattern. The traditional approach of energy policy concertation with territorial electricity oligopolies has been replaced by a less coordinated patchwork
governance regime so far.
Regarding national and temporal patterns of policymaking, we assume that the “Energietransitie”
by and large continues the Dutch path of a Consensus Democracy whereas the “Energiewende”
marks a partial departure from the former German coordinated economy.

2. The energy mix as a problem mix
With reference to the country reviews of the International Energy Agency one can see that the energy mix of both countries is still dominated by combustion systems. Fossil fuels account for 55
percent of the German and 82 percent of the Dutch electricity generation (Table 2). This alone
explains some particular policy problems. Germany is pressured by its commitment to phase out

-5of nuclear power by 2022. To achieve this goal, its 15 percent share of nuclear power must be replaced by renewable energy sources within the next few years. This plan is threatened to fail. A
number of policy players in the field would certainly welcome this as a “successful failure” from
their point of view. They exploit the opportunities offered by the vast complexities of the German
energy and climate governance regime as part of their interest-driven policies. Among them one
finds the ignite coal industry including the labor unions in this sector and some regional states involved in coal mining (North Rhine-Westphalia, Brandenburg) as well as southern states like Bavaria or Baden Wuerttemberg that achieved a high level of energy policy-autonomy based on significant proportions of nuclear power usage. Nuclear power is considered to be less bound to local resource deposits or transport routes than coal, wind, hydro and solar sources of energy. The
exit from nuclear power poses particular problems for those states whereas some agricultural
northern regions in Schleswig Holstein, Brandenburg and Lower Saxony hope to gain from their
wind richness. New transmission lines from northern windfarms to southern industrial centers are
thus among the most controversial projects.
Germany is not only characterized by a complicated and diverse political power structure but also
in regard of major issues and particular problem pressures connected with energy transition and
climate policies. The Netherlands, in contrast, do not face sharp rises in greenhouse gas emissions
caused by exiting from nuclear power nor by increases in the combustion of climate-damaging
coal nor the problem of massive conflicts of interest between regions. Above all, the country’s
extraordinary high use of natural gas from the Groningen gas field makes it easier to match its energy transition plans with climate protection goals.
Table 2: Fuel shares compared in percent
Fuel
Coal
Oil
Gas
Hydro
Nuclear
Biofuels
Wind
Geothermal
Solar

Netherlands
TPES
Electricity
15
39
38
1
39
42
0
0
1
4
5
6
1
7
0
0
0
1

TPES
26
33
21
1
8
10
2
0
1

Germany
Electricity
44
1
10
3
14
9
12
0
6

Source: International Energy Agency – Country reports ((http://www.iea.org/countries/membercountries)

Some more aspects seem to be relevant in this context. Both countries differ in regard to aspects
of energy security and self-sufficiency (Figure 2). Germany is more than self-sufficient in regard
of its vast coal deposits which were the base of its rapid industrialization since centuries. The

-6Netherlands are rich in gas reservoirs which they can use at least until 2030 as a climate-friendly
bridging technology.
We assume that policy issues and related problems matter just like institutions - state traditions
and political action repertoires in particular. Hence, we do not agree with a strict neo-institutional
approach according to which policy outcomes can be mainly explained within a procedural
framework for institutional choice. Of course institutions open up policy corridors that enable and
constrain alternative choices. Institutions also allocate resources for action and frame problem
perceptions. Nevertheless, the given problem structures do matter as well. The fit between task
contingencies and governance forms influences the performance of policy-making. If there is a
misfit, performance suffers. In such cases single actors, if they cannot exploit deficiencies in their
own particular interest, would probably feel forced to change their strategies and initiate institutional reforms. This is particularly true in competitive environments, maybe more on economic
markets than in the realm of politics. But, even there, policy learning becomes inevitable in difficult situations posing the risk to lose control, support and power.
Figure 2: Differences in self-sufficiency and energy security
Germany

Netherlands

Source: IEA (http://www.iea.org/countries/membercountries/) Germany: http://www.iea.org/media/countries/Germany.pdf; Netherlands: http://www.iea.org/media/countries/Netherlands.pdf
Such kind of reasoning is not only backed by organizational contingency theories (Chandler
1962; Mintzberg 1979) but also by governance theories (Benz 2006; Mayntz 2009) and theories

-7of path dependency and institutional change (Pierson 2004; Streeck/Thelen 2005; Mahoney/Thelen 2010). Issue characteristics and task contingencies moderate the effect of institutions on problem-solving capacities and performance. Energy transition policies are a perfect example to illustrate this relationship. To move from one energy mix to another must take the starting situation
into account. France for instance cannot phase out of nuclear without changing their predominant
electric heating system based on nuclear off-peak electricity. Technological path dependencies,
high investment costs, the long-term nature of investment cycles and their network character distinguish the energy industry from other economic sectors. The challenges to increase the share of
renewable energy vary across countries due to the interconnectedness of large technical systems.

3. The Dutch Case
The Netherlands has been described as one of the most tightly coordinated economies with a long
tradition of consociational democracy and corporatism (cf. Hemerijck / Schludi 2000: 227; Katzenstein 1985; Lijphart 1968). The pattern of negotiation democracy is rooted in the pacification
(pacificatie) of 1917 during the pillarization of the Netherlands (1890 until 1960s). From the pacification the Social-Peace Politics (pacificatie-politiek) resulted. It builds the critical juncture that
generated a path dependent process. Based on this policy pattern the Netherlands have followed a
trajectory of negotiated change (Hemerijck/Schludi 2000: 227). In the 1980s and 1990s the Dutch
government negotiated a consensus on socio-economic policy reforms with the “social partners”
(see Hemerijck/Visser 1997), and again agreements with immigrant associations on integration
policies and with immigrated religious minorities on religious issues (cf. Musch 2011). Thus, a
process of increasing returns can be identified (self-reinforcing feedback processes, Pierson 2000,
2004). Also in the Dutch “Energietransitie” we find the distinct approaches of policy coordination, expert involvement and strategic planning, a high level of policy consensus, the sharing of
tasks among public and private actors, and more recently achievements in evaluation measures.
In September 2013 an Energy agreement (Energieakkoord) had been negotiated with a variety of
stakeholders, amongst them firms and employers’ associations, energy suppliers, trade unions and
environmental and conservationist organizations. In addition, two expert bodies, the Energy Research Centre of the Netherlands (ECN) and the Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency
(Planbureau voor de Leefomgeving, PBL) were involved. An almost all-embracing policy consensus has been sought by the inclusion of lower administrations and new forms of citizen participation as well as through new monitoring and evaluation systems. The Energieakkoord was negotiated under the headship of the Social and Economic Council (Sociaal Economische Raad,
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monitoring of the implementation tasks.
In the Netherlands the share of renewable energies is among the lowest not only in Europe but
worldwide (Jacobson et al. 2017: 24, 34). Nevertheless, the country achieved its climate protection target based on the Kyoto Protocol (CBS, PBL, Wageningen UR 2017). The Dutch energy
mix allows for effective climate protection measures without having to rebuild the whole energy
system. Other countries must replace high proportions of coal combustion (e.g. Poland) or nuclear power generation (e.g. France). Germany is in between not only geographically but also
with its energy mix based on coal and nuclear energy.
The Dutch National Energy Agreement for Sustainable Growth of 2013 (Energieakkoord voor
duurzame groei) includes the following objectives for 2020:
-

savings in the final energy consumption of 1.5% annually; i.e. a 100 petajoule (PJ) saving
of the country’s final energy consumption by 2020;
an increase in the proportion of energy generated from renewable sources from 4.4% in
2013 to 14% in 2020, in accordance with EU arrangements;
a further increase in that proportion to 16% in 2023;
at least 15,000 full-time jobs related to the energy transition (SER 2013a: 3).

One controversy was about the future of the coal-fired power stations. The participants of the
agreement decided to phase out the capacity of the five oldest coal-fired power plants
(IEA/OECD 2014: 166) in order to improve its carbon balance. In exchange the Dutch government granted the energy companies concerned a tax discount for their remaining power plants.
The resulting tax loss will be compensated by an increase of the general energy tax payed by industrial companies and households at 50 percent each (OECD / IEA 2014: 166-167; Zuidervaart /
Redactie Politiek 2014; SER 2013b: 21). The Dutch Authority for Consumers and Markets (Autoriteit Consument en Markt, ACM) considered the arrangement to be a restriction of competition
which would affect consumers negatively (OECD / IEA 2014: 167; FluxEnergie 2015). Climate
activists also protested against alleged privileges for the coal lobby. As a consequence, the Minister of Economic Affairs Henk Kamp (conservative-liberal VVD) renegotiated with the energy
companies and environmental organizations to close down three of the coal-fired power plants
until 2016 and the two others in 2017 (Zuidervaart / Redactie Politiek 2014). The tax exemption
should then become effective by January 1st 2016 (SER 2013b: 21). The controversies showed
that coal combustion is a weak spot in the Dutch climate protection strategy and an appropriate
action point when it comes to correct negative deviations from planned target levels.
Developments in the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions showed a positive trend until 2014,
but in 2015 emissions of greenhouse gases increased again. Compared to 2014 they were 4,1%
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that the aims of the Energy Agreement will be reached and that a reduction of CO2 emissions by
25% in 2020 can be achieved (FluxEnergie 2016).
The participants of the Agreement consider the SDE+ subsidy for the production of renewable
energy (SDE, Stimulering Duurzame Energieproductie) to be the essential financial instrument.
Like in Germany, consumers, mainly households finance the subsidy via a surcharge on the energy tax (OECD/IEA 2014: 28). In contrast to the German EEG the government allocates the
budget on a yearly basis in accordance with market- price developments (IEA 2016; German
Dutch Chamber of Commerce / DNHK 2016: 33; Chamber of Commerce and Industry IHK Munich and Upper Bavaria 2016: 23, 29-30). In 2013 the SDE+ budget was 3 billion Euros, in 2016
it was 9 billion Euros, and for the year 2017 6 billion Euros are provided on a semi-annual basis,
totaling 12 billion Euros (Ministry of Economic Affairs 2016d: 2). Based on the objectives for
2020 the participants of the agreement expected that electricity prices for companies and consumers will fall. This indeed happened for industrial customers in particular (Table 3, next paragraph
). Cost reductions result from slow increases of renewable energies, technological innovations,
and savings in the SDE+ scheme.
During the negotiation process and the implementation of the Energy Agreement, the advisory
body of the Social and Economic Council SER played a decisive role. In 2012 the SER published
an advisory report with the title “Towards an Energy Agreement for Sustainable Growth (Naar
een Energieakkoord voor duurzame groei”) set up on request of the Ministry of Economic Affairs. It recommended to negotiate an agreement on sustainable growth with all relevant stakeholders. Furthermore, it offered to lead the negotiations. Subsequently, the government delegated
this task to the SER. The 2014 country report of the IEA/OECD relates this procedure to the
Dutch tradition of concertation and consensus-seeking, the polder model, and the important role
the Social and Economic Council SER played in it (see OECD/IEA 2014: 25).

1

Long before the “Energieakkoord” of 2013 various groups proposed a green polder model in the
field of sustainability and the living environment (Van Zanden 2010: 181-184; Touwen 2014:
186). In the field of sustainability, the government opted for polder debates on an ad hoc basis. In
the 1990s the Green Polder Model was tested in projects on the expansion of Schiphol airport and
the port expansion in Rotterdam as well as in the field of spatial planning. A satisfying consensus
could only be reached in the Rotterdam case, but not in the two others. Though, the participants

1

The pacification of 1917 represents a consensus reached by the political elites of the pillars (Protestant, Catholic
and secular, which again was divided in Liberals and Socialists) that guaranteed universal suffrage, proportional representation and equality in funding for public and private schools (Lijphart 1968: 122f; Daalder 1996: 3; cf. Musch
2011: 96-98).

- 10 judged the negotiations to be positive (Weggeman 2003: 223, 185; 297-298; Touwen 2014: 187188; Van Zanden 2010: 181-186). Besides these project and sector wise polder debates, the
SER’s advisory body started a pilot project of a green polder model in 1999 already.
The new initiative of 2012 aimed at an overall agreement on energy transition policies. Government officials under the guidance of the SER met with representatives of trade unions, employers’ associations, energy companies, nature conservation and environmental organizations and
other civil society organizations. The number of participating actors totaled to 47. The overall responsibility for the negotiation process was with the Ministry of Economic Affairs which is in
charge of energy policy matters, including policies for renewable energy, energy transition and
bio-based economy, and research, development and demonstration (RD&D) (OECD / IEA 2014:
22; Ministry of Economic Affairs 2017). The Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment (Ministerie van Infrastructuur en Milieu, I&M) being responsible for policies on climate, environment,
transport, water and public works is also involved (OECD / IEA 2014: 22; Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment 2017). Since energy questions affect other policy sectors, further ministries
participated in the negotiation and later on in the implementation process. Moreover, the central
government included officials from the regional and local levels. The two involved expert
knowledge institutions, the Energy Research Centre of the Netherlands (ECN) and the Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency (Planbureau voor de Leefomgeving, PBL), had the
task to calculate and review the expenses of the intended transition measures.
From November 2012 until September 2013 the participants worked out the Energy Agreement
in four working groups. The key topics referred to energy efficiency, promoting renewable energies, the transport of energy, the European emissions trading scheme, the future of coal-fired
power stations, sustainable transport and mobility, job creation and the support of technology and
innovation (SER 2013a, 2013b).
In addition to the negotiation process the government and the SER organized meetings on energy
related issues for citizens as well as expert meetings. The Civic Platform Nederland Krijgt
Nieuwe Energie addressed citizens by means of an online consultation (SER 2013b: 6).
In September 2013 the actors involved signed the Energy Agreement. In the accompanying letter
to the Agreement sent to Parliament the Economics Minister Kamp emphasized the international
relevance of the Agreement and its importance for economic growth. He further stressed that all
the participants would take their responsibility in supporting investments in energy saving, renewable energies and the creation of job opportunities (Ministry of Economic Affairs 2013).
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rooms (SER-Commissie Borging Energieakkoord). The monitoring commission regularly controls the state of implementation and eventually amends measures (OECD/IEA 2014: 27). It consists of representatives of all actors involved in the Energy Agreement. The expert institutions of
PBL and ECN are again involved in order to assess the viability of the targeted objectives. By
means of annual progress reports and work plans the commission makes this monitoring process
transparent to the public (SER 2016). The steering group set up for the formulation of the agreement continues its work in regular informal “High-level”-negotiations (High level overleg;
KWINK Groep 2016: 18). Along with government actors, representatives of trade unions, employers’ associations, environmental and nature conservation association as well as sustainability-oriented companies participate in these negotiations (KWINK Groep 2016: 18).
During the implementation process it became apparent that the aim of an energy saving of 100
Petajoule in 2020 and the one of an increase in renewables by 14% in 2020 would not be
achieved. Therefore, the participating actors agreed on further measures to intensify the implementation. Despite these additional measures calculations of the expert bodies of PBL and ECN
showed that there would still be problems in achieving the aims. Therefore, Economics Minister
Kamp threatened to introduce legally binding measures to assure for the target achievement.
As scheduled in the Energieakkoord the implementation of the agreement was evaluated in 2016.
The consulting agency KWINK Groep concludes that the Energy Agreement contributes to advance the energy transition. It recommends adjusting its targets with the international climate
change targets for 2030 and 2050 (Ministry of Economic Affairs EZ 2016a: 3-4; KWINK Groep
2016: 57-70; Commissie Borging Energieakkoord 2016). A National Energy Examination (Nationale Energieverkenning NEV 2016) estimates that energy savings and the share of renewables in
2020 would now approximate the target agreements. Energy-intensive industries agreed on specific saving measures in order to fulfill their obligations of the Energieakkoord. The government
still retains the option to introduce energy savings obligations if the energy-intensive companies
should not succeed.
From April to July 2016 the Ministry of Economic Affairs organized an energy dialogue (Energiedialoog) parallel to the implementation process of the Energy Agreement. During this time
frame governmental actors discussed with companies, researchers, citizens and other interest
groups in discussion groups and online forums about the future energy supply in the Netherlands.
The government took the results of these discussions into account when it worked out its future
energy agenda. The agenda was published in December 2016 and contains long-term targets for
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2016; Ministry of Economic Affairs 2016b, 2016c).

4. The German Case
The German Political System has been characterized by non-majoritarian decision-making and is,
thus, not well equipped to initiate bold policy change (Katzenstein 1987: 385). Power sharing arrangements are still predominant in party politics, in cooperative federalism, and in the field of
corporatist state-society networks. In consequence, German policy-making is less based on majority decisions than on negotiations in party coalitions, amongst state and federal administrations
as well as in bicameral legislative processes, and between administrative departments and societal
interest associations. Besides the institutions of "Negotiation Democracy", Germany has been
widely recognized as a coordinated economy marked by its social partnership approach in industrial relations and wage bargaining, corporatist vocational training schemes and employee codetermination rights. Katzenstein (1987: 371) relates the country’s traditional corporatist state-society relations to a prevailing pattern of consensus-based industrial adjustment policies “that instill
political caution and a preference for incremental policy change” This can be seen in industrial
readjustment policies after the oil crises of the 1970ies, in cautious neo-liberal reforms during the
1980ies, unification and post-socialist economic transition policies during the 1990ies, and subsequent welfare reform policies of the 2000s. Germany’s energy transition policies differ significantly from this pattern. They include far-reaching economic and social restructuring measures
again, but, unlike previous modernization programs, lack political consensus on its implementation as well as a level of coherence of its underlying policy program, institutional framework and
application of policy instruments. Thus, the question arises: Why no negotiated energy transition
in Germany?
In Germany, the primary competence to regulate energy lies with federal authorities. On June
2011 the federal parliament took the final decision to phase out of nuclear energy by 2022. The
decision was based on its sole legislative competence in matters of nuclear energy. Some saw the
final nuclear exit as a critical juncture or turning point despite the fact that the renewable energy
boom took off much earlier already (Figure 1). A first phase-out agreement between a red green
coalition government and nuclear power operators dates back to June 2000. In 2010 the then conservative government took a new course and agreed on an extension of the operating periods of
German nuclear power stations. The respective law of October 28th 2010 also introduced a new
nuclear power tax that was negotiated as part of the deal to financially support renewable energy
sources. Less than one year later, affected by the Fukushima nuclear melt down and its electoral
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use nuclear power as a CO2-free bridge technology enabling and supporting the transition to renewable energy. Now, after the decision to finally phase out from nuclear energy plant by plant
with the last one to be closed in 2022, the government faced a serious climate protection problem,
namely to replace its 20 percent nuclear electricity share of 2011 by renewable sources within
one decade. It is still open whether this would succeed and at what costs.
The German federal government regulates markets and technology as well as energy taxes. Competences on the national level extend to the majority of promotional subsidies and, via its fiscal
jurisdiction, have an effect on energy prices for various consumer categories. The sub-national
Länder governments, however, have a strong voice and rights of co-decision via the second legislative chamber, the Bundesrat. The bulk of administrative tasks and responsibilities also rests on
this sub-national level. Moreover, single states have their own promotional and incentive programs as well as specific regulatory requirements. Building permits, for instance, are associated
with very different preconditions relating to the regulation of heating systems, solar panels etc.
The same is true for the choice of sites and operation of wind turbines. This division of tasks and
overlapping responsibilities generally create political interdependences and requirements for vertical and horizontal coordination as well as risks of policy gridlock. Therefore, large parts of decision making are subject to voluntary agreements whereby non-agreement either means non-decision or policy-fragmentation (cf. Czada 2000).
State governments have set up independent climate action plans and run their own energy policy
programs, which they can enact within their sphere of competence for the provision of basic public services and infrastructure. The same applies to the lowest administrative levels of municipalities and districts, which are particularly important as public energy service providers, operators of
power plants and infrastructure facilities as well as planning bodies. Besides municipal infrastructure and public utilities, only the state of Baden-Wuerttemberg has its own public electricity supplier ENBW (Energie Baden-Württemberg). Two other major electricity suppliers, Eon and RWE
are private companies with – in case of RWE - shares held by municipalities. The fourth electricity giant, Vattenfall, is a state owned Swedish public enterprise. A major grid-operator is TenneT,
the German subsidiary of a Dutch public enterprise owned and controlled by the Dutch government. Given that TenneT has a monopoly as a transmission system operator both in the Netherlands and its service area in Germany, its activities are regulated by two independent regulatory
bodies, namely the Netherlands Authority for Consumers and Markets (ACM) and the German
Federal Network Agency Bundesnetzagentur (BNetzA).
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stakeholders and their respective activities. Although a broad consensus prevails among the major
political parties on the principal necessity and targets, many action plans and specific measures
are hotly contested at the national level among federal ministries, among the federal and state
level, among single states and, not the least, within the energy industry itself. The latter to a certain extent paralyses the otherwise powerful Federation of German Industry, whose member associations are heterogeneously positioned in terms of the energy turnaround. The corporatist tradition in energy issues proves to be no longer applicable for the organization of energy transition
policies. The sector, which was once regarded as the epitome of "organized capitalism", is now
governed by a fluid, precarious relationship between state fragmentation and associational pluralism. In addition, one finds market instruments like the European Electricity Exchange (EPEX) in
Leipzig. Trading prices are highly volatile there and cause a paradoxical effect in so far as decreasing stock exchange prices increase the statutory feed-in fees, i.e. the lower the market price,
the higher becomes the subsidy rate to be paid by customers. An economic system in which producers make profits from reduced marked prices at the cost of consumers can be called a perversion of market principles, and that is what liberal critics accuse the system of.
The "energy turnaround" moved a number of interest groups center stage that have not been engaged in energy politics before, such as the German Farmers' Association, the Wind and Solar
Lobby or the Housing Industry as well as homeowners and tenant’s associations. Also the Association of Municipal Enterprises Associations strengthened its position in the energy policy arena.
All of these stakeholders come up with bouquets of ideas and conflicting demands in a huge distribution conflict among themselves and with some old-established sectoral interest groups. At
the same time, the traditional arrangements of corporatist interest-intermediation tailored to the
large old energy enterprises dissolve. In this respect, politics and administration are faced with
the task of having to implement new policy objectives and instruments within a framework of
governance structures that is undergoing radical change, and under the influence of new lines of
distributive political conflict.
The long term Energiewende target amounts to an at least 80 percent share of renewable energies
by 2050 in the electricity power sector. Intermediate targets consist of 35 to 40 percent shares by
2025 and 55 to 60 percent by 2035. Besides building up renewable production capacities consumption is also to be reduced mainly through efficiency increases. Reduction plans contain a 10
percent target by 2020 and 25 percent by 2050 compared to 2008 levels. Greenhouse gas emissions are to be reduced as follows: -40 (2020) -55 (2030) -70 (2050) -80 to -95 percent (2050).

- 15 The latter seems to be the hardest nut to crack since – as experts in the field point out – the climate part of the plan may be subject to a zero emission illusion that underestimates the greenhouse emissions of new production technologies not to mention precautionary measures to meet
the constant risks of a “Dunkelflaute” (times of darkness and calm winds, literally: calm darkness). Therefore, power reserve and storage capacities are among the most hotly debated problems. Greatest hopes lie in intelligent grid infrastructures, international collaborations in future
pump-storage projects, and progresses of energy research programs, battery technology and hydrogen storage technologies in particular. Financing R&D projects represent the highest proportion of tax-financed public expenditures within the whole framework of energy transition policies. In 2017 the federal government spent 0,5 billion Euros on research into storage technologies
whereas consumers brought in 24 billion Euros via their electricity bills to subsidize the promotion of renewable energies.
Table 3: Electricity Prices Germany
Year

Price

2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

21.65
23.21
23.69
25.23
25.89
28.84
29.14
28.68
28.69
29.16

Taxes, levies,
surcharges
39 %
38 %
41 %
45 %
45 %
50 %
52 %
52 %
54 %
55 %

Grid fee
27 %
25 %
25 %
23 %
24 %
23 %
23 %
23 %
24 %
26 %

Power
generation
34 %
37 %
34 %
32 %
31 %
27 %
25 %
25 %
22 %
19 %

Source: BDEW, BMWi. Cost of electricity per kwh in €-Cent

Apart from that the major policy instruments consist more of regulatory than distributive
measures. Feed-in tariff for renewable energy sources had been fixed by special legislation, the
repeatedly amended German Electricity Feed-In Act (Energieeinspeisegesetz) and later Renewable Energies Sources Act (Erneuerbare Energien Gesetz) in particular. The priority feed-in of
electricity from renewable sources determines the energy price trend. In 2017 the consumer price
is composed of a special electricity tax (ecology tax), a renewable energy feed-in surcharge, a
surcharge for combined heat and power plants, the sales tax, concession levy, levy for offshore
liabilities, a levy for industry rebates on grid fees and ordinary grid fees. 55 percent of electricity
costs are now made up of additional charges to finance the use of renewable energy. Consumer
prices rose sharply while the share of production costs decreased steadily (Table 3).

- 16 Thus, electricity customers have to bear the largest share to finance the “Energiewende”. As a
consequence, consumers have turned to savings strategies, like buying energy efficient low-energy appliances. Over 20 years, German households reduced their power usage by ten percent,
while consumption in the United States for instance increased by 20 percent (BEW 2017).
Despite savings efforts consumer prices increased sharply over the last decade while production
costs started to decrease in 2009 already (Table 4). The Netherlands in contrast had and expect
further consumer price decreases due to its slower incremental growth of renewable capacities
and in view of technological innovations which planners hope to develop in pace with investments in production, storing capacities and infrastructure (OECD / IEA 2014: 166-167; SER
2013b: 21).
Table 4: Cost of electricity per kwh in €-Cent – The Netherlands and Germany compared
Germany

Netherlands

Reference period

Housholds

Industry

Housholds

Industry

1st half 2008
2nd half 2008
1st half 2009
2nd half 2009
1st half 2010
2nd half 2010
1st half 2011
2nd half 2011
1st half 2012
2nd half 2012
1st half 2013
2nd half 2013
1st half 2014
2nd half 2014
1st half 2015
2nd half 2015
1st half 2016
2nd half 2016

21,48
21,95
22,82
22,94
23,75
24,38
25,28
25,31
25,95
26,76
29,19
29,21
29,81
29,74
29,51
29,46
29,69
29,77

9,59
9,57
10,02
10,07
9,93
10,58
11,21
11,39
11,45
11,69
12,78
12,73
13,76
13,26
13,16
13,00
12,85
12,62

17,69
17,98
19,79
19,06
17,67
17,89
18,02
18,01
18,50
18,64
18,98
19,05
18,41
18,01
19,86
18,46
16,20
15,92

9,03
9,15
9,88
9,73
8,9
8,91
8,68
8,72
8,49
8,67
8,83
8,65
8,44
8,22
8,17
7,97
7,74
7,66

Source: Statistisches Bundesamt (Destatis), 2017 - Data on energy price trends.
Published on August 25th, 2017. Code number: 5619002171074

Germany’s energy efficiency policy relies on a number of policy instruments: direct financial incentives, R&D policies, tax based and technical regulations as well as persuasive measures. Another major approach is to set efficiency performance standards for products or investments. A
federal Energy Saving Ordinance (Energie-Einsparungs-Verordnung - EnEV) sets minimum requirements for efficient energy use in new buildings and for large-scale renovations of existing

- 17 buildings. EU-wide provisions on energy labelling of products are meant to ensure transparency
and set incentives for energy efficiency.
As mentioned already, the specific potentials and problems of the German Energiewende may result from factual, namely technical challenges more than from political complexities. Poliarchic
decision-making structures could prove to be advantageous when it comes to adaptability and innovative solutions to problems, especially in the long run. The immediate task to replace a nuclear energy share of 14 percent by renewable sources within a period of four years left until the
last nuclear plant must be closed in 2022 seems to be rather ambitious. The main conflict here is
about the usage of domestic coal as a source of reserve and balancing capacities. To reconcile climate protection interests, industrial growth, regional policies and labour market issues proves to
be difficult in this case.
In a historical perspective, the rapid German industrialization process starting late in the 19 th century was based on coal from the Ruhr Valley in West Germany and from Silesia (now Poland)
later, beginning in 1913, from the Lausitz ignite coal region in Brandenburg. After WW2 the regions of rapid industrial growth began to move from East Germany and North-Rhine-Westphalia
to the southern states of Bavaria, Baden-Wuerttemberg and Hesse all of which were not much endowed with natural energy sources apart from alpine hydro power in parts of Bavaria. From the
1950ies onwards these regions saw a great chance in nuclear energy to free themselves from coal
and implement their own energy and industrial policies. For them as low-wind regions phasing
out of nuclear energy means they have to rely on northern energy sources again stemming from
windy regions in Schleswig-Holstein, Lower-Saxony and Brandenburg. This results not only in
an inter-regional distribution conflict. The situation also diminishes established coordination procedures between the regional Länder governments (cf. Scheiner 2017). In our research project
“Governance of the German energy transition” Christine Chemnitz in her interviews found out
that the regional governments pursue their own energy transition policies goals irrespective of local parties in government. Moreover, most regional governments reject closer forms of horizontal
coordination amongst them. It is therefore not surprising that early attempts to establish regular
meetings of the relevant Länder ministries (Energieministerkonferenz) disappeared leaving a
patchwork governance regime that looks exceptional against the historical background of cooperative federalism and economic policies that were based on corporatist arrangements and high degrees of industrial self-coordination.
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5. Problem structures, path dependencies and institutional change
The Dutch government followed a long established corporatist policy pattern to reach a consensus on and implement the country´s energy transition program. Pursuing a strategy of “administrative interest intermediation” (Lehmbruch 1987; Czada 1991), it invited the relevant stakeholders to negotiate a far reaching agreement consisting of measures to be implemented in collaborative networks of public and private actors.
Germany, in contrast, could no longer follow traditions of cooperative federalism and corporatist
interest intermediation that characterized its energy-policy since long. To explain the difference
one has to look on task contingencies first and start with a central assumption of organizational
contingency theories: How to solve a particular problem is contingent upon its situational specificities - its inherent and external circumstances in particular. Situational circumstances and structural attributes of the political systems differ considerably with regard to energy transition programs in the Netherlands and Germany.
The Dutch government could accommodate its climate protection targets and its plan to extend
the use of renewable energy sources easier than Germany. It opted for a strategy to develop its
renewable capacities slowly in order not to let electricity prices explode and to keep up with future advances in technology. In addition, decelerating the process enhanced the predictability of
its transition path and facilitated a broad consensus among the stakeholders involved. Against this
strategic background the government could achieve its comparatively modest targets.
The Dutch strategy also mitigated the simultaneity dilemma of rapid and large-scale transition
projects (cf. Czada 2011) and, thus, minimized risks to lose control over the process. The dilemma refers to simultaneous rapid changes of multiple elements in a system– political, administrative, technical or economic – characterized by functional complementarity. The already mentioned complementarity of nuclear power and the use of electricity storage heating is a case in
point. Using off-peak nightly excess capacities of nuclear power plants for heating purposes, as it
is common in France for instance, would be difficult to be achieved with renewable energy
sources. In such situations governments should choose stepwise adaptive policies. Otherwise,
they risk losses from asynchronous developments. They even can get out of step and fall, i.e. lose
control over their targets.

- 19 A simultaneity dilemma of the German Energiewende results from time pressures generated by
the nuclear phase-out law. There are now only four years left to replace 85 TWh of CO2 emission-free nuclear capacities with CO2 free renewable sources of energy. 2 This, as most experts
and regional advocates of wind power emphasize, causes pressing needs to redesign existing electricity distribution networks in order to provide industrial southern regions with wind power from
the north. And it must be done quickly because nuclear capacities situated in the south must be
legally closed and, thus, have to be replaced soon.
To transform the production and distribution of electricity produces winners and losers. Distributive conflicts prevail between the windy northern states, the western and eastern coal regions and
the southern states that are confronted with the replacement of large proportions of nuclear energy. Conflicts concern economic structures far beyond the power sector. Inter-regional conflicts
are particularly severe in the German case. Climate mitigation policies cause redistributive effects
for regional energy industries, energy consumption sectors and household expenses not the least
for the Länder budgets. Policies are, thus, shaped by regional interests. A recent analysis showed
that concessions to regional economic interests have reduced the cost-efficiency and effectiveness
of the German energy and climate mitigation policies so far (Monstadt/Scheiner 2017).
While inter-regional conflicts of interest impede cooperative solutions in the public sector, interest-conflicts between economic sectors and subsectors profiting or losing from energy transition
policies render old-style corporatist consensual solutions impossible. As a consequence, energy
transition policies may contribute to a lasting governance transformation from cooperative federalism and corporatist interest intermediation to patchwork governance.
The Dutch “Energietransitie”, in contrast, follows an old-established policy pattern marked by
delegation, administrative interest-intermediation, and mutual self-commitment. What is also discovered in the Dutch case is that path dependency goes along with partial change. In general, processes of institutional adaption and development are bound to pre-existing approaches in a specific way. In the case of the energy transition politics institutional change refers to new procedures of citizen participation and formal supervision of the implementation process.
Explaining differences of procedural approaches in energy transition policies and administration
between both countries involves institutional variables and inherited policy styles. The time
frame needed for consensual energy adjustment programs depends on given national energy-

2

Renewable capacities to date amount to onshore wind 65 TWh, offshore wind 12 TWh, biomass 46 TWh, solar PV
38 TWh, hydro 21 TWh, and household waste 6 TWh (IEA, AG Energiebilanzen)

- 20 mixes as well as on a country’s institutional capacities. Specific national problem structures originating from given energy mixes and specific capacities to meet general climate protection targets
have, thus, to be seen as factors behind strategic choices in the field of energy transition policies.
Although Germany and the Netherlands have long been characterized by consensual approaches
to negotiate interest conflicts, recent German energy transition policies deviated from that pattern.
The Country’s climate protection targets came under pressure because phasing-out from nuclear
energy and from the use of coal for electricity at the same time proved to be impossible. To replace both energy sources by renewables at the same time may have been technically feasible, but
only at the cost of continuously escalating energy prices. The neighboring Netherlands, in contrast, proved that its energy transition resulted in decreasing electricity consumer prices and simultaneously kept in pace with the country’s greenhouse gas emission targets. Economic and ecological goals could be achieved simultaneously and distributive conflicts reconciled on this base.
It follows that different policy approaches can be explained by specific national problem structures more than by institutional peculiarities in this case. Also party politics plays only a minor
role. Energy transition policies and their time horizon are generally guided by climate protection
targets laid down in international protocols and – in our case – EU guidelines and requirements.
To negotiate on policy goals fades into the background while manifold procedural and implementation issues come to the fore. Political conflicts focus on the means and measures applied and on
their distributional consequences in particular.
Comparing Germany and the Netherlands shows how strong problem structures impinge on implementation strategies, chosen instruments and on specific procedural approaches. Looking at
Germany alone and its inter-regional conflicts reveals a similar picture: The subnational stategovernments defend and push their economic and fiscal interests almost irrespective of the parties
in power (Scheiner 2017; Chemnitz 2018; Czada/Radtke 2018; see also the papers represented by
Wurster and Hagemann and by Jörg Kemmerzell and Michèle Knodt at this panel).
To apply our findings to a broader comparative inquiry would possibly result in a fourfold table
confronting the attainability of greenhouse gas emission targets on the one hand with pressures to
develop renewable energies on the other hand. The resulting four combinations represent cases
like France where nuclear energy can be used to meet emission targets with low pressures to expand renewable sources fast. Germany, on the other hand, risks to miss greenhouse gas emission
targets despite its fast growing share of renewables. The Dutch are able to balance both goals
thanks to their natural gas reservoirs that give them time to extend their transition period. Poland,
in contrast, faces the difficult task of saying farewell to coal. To replace the country’s dominant

- 21 CO2-intensive source of electricity (95 percent) with emission free alternatives in due time requires a Herculean effort. So it is not surprising that the Polish government has its eyes on nuclear energy.3
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